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From micro to “mine” scale
Modeling of solid transport 
through single rock fracture
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Dependence of the equivalent 
aperture on the Reynolds number
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Model Geometry and Properties

Fluid Flow

Fracture Surface

Boundary and Initial Conditions Fluid Properties

Sphere Properties

Kinematic Viscosity 1.79 
cm2/s

Reynolds Number 0.4

Fluid pressure drop 0.068 
kPa

Density – 1 g/cm3

Size – 6.6 μm

Fixed Pressure

No Flow

Fluid Lattice

Fracture 
surface 
discretized as 
rectangles, no 
flow

Microspheres 
accelerate from 
rest

No gravity, 
neutrally buoyant 
spheres



Microspheres breakthrough as function 
of flow direction in the fracture 
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Recirculation zones:
Potential trapping zones

Mean Flow



•The marginal ferrogabbros-olivine 
gabbros occur as isolated zones 
adjacent to the margins of the 
feeder system, particularly where 
irregularities are present in the 
walls. 

•Sulfides are preferentially 
concentrated within traps, which 
are simply the sites where changes 
in the conduit morphology or 
geometry induced changes in the 
magma that favored the 
concentration, capture, and 
containment of sulfides.

EVANS-LAMSWOOD et al., Economic Geology Vol. 95, 2000, pp. 749–769

Voisey’s Bay Ni-Cu-Co deposit 
Labrador 



Key Questions Include:

What is the contribution of roughness to the localization of physical phenomena 
such as mineral precipitation and dissolution, biofilm growth, fluid flow 
channeling.
How to use laboratory data at rock mass scale
How to calibrate large scale models with data obtained at multiple scales

Why we need HUSEP to address these questions
Scale issues, access to a system such as this provides over multiple orders of 
magnitude of spatial scale for addressing physical phenomena

We need a site such as DUSEL for running controlled multi-scale 
experiments for better constrain existing multi-scale conceptual models: 
“mine-scale laboratory”

Presence of isolated fault system would allow a better characterization 
of how faults influence fluid flow and transport at rock mass scale.
Presence of few intersected joint sets will allow investigating the 
interaction between the phenomena that occur inside the fracture plane 
and those that occur at the intersection. There is still a major debate on 
the role of intersection in fluid flow and transport at rockmass scale.



Why DUSEL?



Directions

Algorithm 
development

Numerical 
model

Field 
observations

Lab tests
New modeling capability for 

Fluid Flow 

in Fractured Geomaterials

Geo-MicrobiologyMulti-Physics 

conceptual model for

Fluid Flow 

in Fractured Geomaterials



The Challenge

How to assess the behaviour of and the hazards posed by such complex situations? 



Canadian
Undergroud Research Laboratory



Underground Research Laboratory

The URL is a world-class geotechnical facility.

It was constructed by AECL to carry out studies and 
demonstrations relating to the management of nuclear 
fuel wastes from CANDU® reactor systems.

Construction of the URL provided unique opportunity to 
experiment with novel approaches to driving tunnels in 
granite rock while minimizing blast-induced damage to 
the tunnel walls.



Underground Research Laboratory

Canadian Shield

Canada

WinnipegLocation of the URL



Underground Research Laboratory

Controlled drilling & 
blasting methods were 
used in most of the URL 
excavations, which include 
a 443-m-deep shaft and 
main levels at the 240 and 
420 m depths.



The entire Henderson mountain is 
our “laboratory sample”

We need to survey the entire site and how it modifies during 
excavation in order to understand:

How changes in stress influence the fluid and transport 
properties of the rock mass (i.e., fracture network connectivity)

How the local properties (i.e., mineral structure and grain 
distribution) influence stress measurements

How the local properties (i.e., mineral structure and grain 
distribution) influence stress flow and dynamic response of the 
rockmass

Role of matrix and fracture interaction in fluid and transport 
phenomena in fracture

How to improve TMHCB model of fractured rock mass?

Can we develop bio-mining? 



The entire Henderson mountain is 
our “laboratory sample”

We need to develop knowledge in:

In-situ stress measurement (fundamental for engineering design 
and safety)

Blasting process (dynamic fracture propagation)

4D underground survey

Underground communication system

Rapid drifting


